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CHAPTER I

UnmDHCTION TO THE STUDY

Tto mmtgency room during t:h« past decade has ciuuagad eoxtsldar*
ably in its pattern of care. Ttere has been an increuM in the imsiber
of visits and in the nature of these visits.

scope of its functions

has widened from meeting just t^ ccHiaainities emergent needs to that of
a diagnostic referral center of noc^raergent situations.

Because the

public today has a much keener awareness and a better understanding of
the concept of healtht they have turned to the most availidile source
for the treatment of disease.

Patients have learned that care may be

obtained for any problem—be it pediatric, medical* surgical or psychi
atric* and that service can be obtained at any hour of the day or nig^t.
Thus the medical center has beccms the accepted center for the care of

health problems with its readily available scientific equipment and
trained personnel*

I.

THE PROBUm

The ultimate goal of tfa« eoMergency unit is to provide quality

and expedient care for its patients. Ifuch has been written of tiM fast
growing popularity of the emergency room with its unprecedented nuid>er
of cases.

This tide of tnimbers has swept with it a flood of coaplaints

expressed by patients who felt that their energency room stay was too

lengthy. In order to meet this charge* a study to deteraine if the time
spent by the patient in the maergency room seemed desirable.

^10 purpose of this co^aretive study was to determine (1) the
average length of stay patients experienced in a selected emergency unit*

(2) la «diat area this time was being spent, (3) what class of case required
the most time, and <4} if there was an overall increase or decrease in the
averai^ length of tiom for Groiqp I in 1963 and Group II in 1965.

In this study it was assweaad that:

^'

1. The medical problem involved and the type of patients utilising
the emergency service was the

in 1963 and in 1965 even thoni^ tlM

hospital was transferred from that of a university setting to that of a
medical center.

2.

Although tto ^wrgency room personnel were sometinms aware that

a study was being conducted it did mit affect the patient care time.

II.

1.

SCOPE tm LIMITAXIOiiS OP THE STOSf

The scope of this study wis limited to an mmtrgency unit of a

selected hospital.

The study was limited to twenty-five patients la 1963

and twenty-five patients in 1965.
2.

The physical set up and all basic procedures and techniques had

rmoained the same during 1963 and 1965.
3.

Tlmi staffing pattern of professional personnel was the same for

both studies.

4.

In 1965 a receptionist-cashier was added to timi staff between

the hours of 7 a.m. and 11 p.m. to register the patient and to hcndle the
fiuMicial arrangements.

ZIX.

&EFINIT10H (V HIMS

Za l;lii8 study the folloving definition of terns has bean used:
Class I; Those patients

were acutely ill requiring iasMidiate

asergeacy ears end who took precedence over all other caMSi such as shock,
iMMBBorrhage, airway obstruction, injesticm, and cardiac distress.
Class II; l^se patients

had an acute illness or required care

of an WMrgency nature but in a less urgent degree than that of Class
such as fractures, lacerations and otlmtr minor accidents or conditions.

Class Illi

1%0se patients libose illness was of a chronic nature

which had not precipitated suddenly, or whose injury or medical problm
was experienced several di^s prior to the emergency ro<m visit.
::

Pertains to age and included all patients from birth

thru twelve jfmars.

(kmsisted of the age group frtxa thirteen thru sixty
years.

Included all those patients whose age was above
sixty one years.

IV.

0V88VIIH CP B13fAIIlI«R QH THESIS

Chapter II is a review of literature relating to esmtrgency room

service. The i^thodolog^ is outlined in Chapter III. The data will be
presented end analyzed in Chapter IV. The smamsry, cmicluslon and reecsamendationa are presented In Chapter V.

9.

sffiSKonr

tbgtrm iMUi l>Mii a staady Increaaa in tkta mmimx of viaito and

patients seen in the bespital eaai^ency unit.

Because the public tends to

turn to the hospital for help in both serious and less serious probleas,

the eoaergency unit has assuned more and more iiqportance in providing Iwalth
care for a community.

This study ma conducted in order that the casergency

Many times the ^sergency unit is the Initial and only contact a
patient has with the hospital, and it can be the best or the worst public

relations tool for the hospital.

The purpose of this ceieparative study was

to detemine tha average length of stay patients esqperfenced in a selected
esMirgency unit, in what area this tiias was being spent, what class of case
required the most tioui, and if there was an increase or decrease in the

average length of tim patients spent for an emergency visit between 1963
and 1965.

The descriptive aurvtcy was limited to two groups of patients twenty*

five in 1963 and twenty-five in 1965, and a checklist was the research tool.

CHAPTER II

BI?IEH OF LITERATURE

A r«vi«w of literature vaa done on the cotergency rooa*

TImi ereaa

t^t were reviewed included articles written giving the cause of tfeui
nany changes that have occurred in the esutrgency rocHB» reasons for tl»
increased use of this facility, public complaints and critician and tl^

public relations aspect of this facility.
niere are a limited maber of studies on the «aergency room.

How

ever, tlM»ae that have been done indicate a profound chaise in the pattern
of medical care along with a tremendous increase in the use of these facil

ities.

A survey was conducted in an attempt to determine the existing

facilities and services of the emergency departsnent thrcmgh mit the nation.
As a result of the conflicting concept, limited facilities and services,

and scnaetimes inadequate staffing standards vmrm fonmilated.^
One study was found on the psychological iaq>lications mad the

patients* emotional needs in tte ttsergency room.2
In an unpublished Master's thesis. Bush hypothesised that inter
personal techniques between nurses and patients In the nsergency room

Paul A. Shudder, James McCarroll, «ud Preston A. Wade, "Hospital
Eaaergency Facilities and Services, A Survey." Bulletin American College
of Surgeons. 46:40-50, March-April, 1961.

^Paul Errera and May Dye, "Emotional Stens Clouds Bhiargency Car,"
Modem Hospital. 104:87-92, February, 1965.

were aeatiberi^eutlc, hot^ver, the findings did see bear this out.
Ho studies were found in the literature which were related to the

length of tiae patients spent in the (Roergency ro<Ma» or idiat type of
ccM^laint re(|uired the siost tioe to receive care.

1.

HfTBODUCTlON

Dm concept of the mergency ro<»a as it existed twenty years i^o

and that of the present day usage has di«iged omsiderably. 'Cbe *accident
room* as it was once called was somtimes located in a part of the hMpital
that was Inaccessible from the street, ill equipped, and had limited phys*

leal facilities.

It treated mainly accident cases or injuries of a trau-

4
matic nature.

"Ihs Mwrgency room today has become m isq>orcwit part of our ctmf
5

munity.

To those who have becmae acutely ill or suddenly injured, the

emergoncy unit may be an essential life giving facility. Ihm dramatic
change in tiui types of cases being treated and in the increase of number
of cases is causing hospital management and medical personnel to tshe a
cloae look at the service being offered within their own institutions.

Malcye Hisdome mish, "A Study on Interpersonnsl Techniques in
the laergency Boom" (unpublished Master's tbesis, Loms Linda Qniveraity,
Loma Linda, California, 1963), p. 113.

^Bmil A. Skuddhtr, dmaea MeCarroll, and Preston A. Made,

cit.,

p. 44.

^Kent L. Brown, B^nneth J. Shoos and Charles F. Clarke, "The Chang
ing Bmergency Ward." Aamrican Journal of Surgery. 101:336, March, 1961.

XI, m$m mm m wmmm wm

Studie* Indicate that (»aergency room usage has increased in sons
&

cases as such as 600 i^r cent, since 1944.

Fresi 1954 to 1958, according

to ^Gibony, there was increase of 80 per cent in mnobers of unergency
room cases treated in a report from one-half of the nsn-federal short term

general and specialty hospitals in this country.^
Shortliffe has stated that in the Hartford Hospital in Hartford,

Connecticiit, the patient load in the aeergency room increased fron 3000

in 1944 to 18,000 in 1954.
8

patients.

In 1955, the figure rose still higher to 23,000

Although the United States is experiencing a rise in populati<m,

Slurtliffe utd his associates, did not feel that the increase in the use of
9

the esurgency rotns «W8 directly related to the population Increase.

For

the nation as a uhole, statistics on emergency services were not available

until 1954.^°
Shift in

8 of Patients Being Treated

In 1958, McCarroll and ^dder directed a research survey sponsored

Jointly by the American Hospital Association, the American College of
Surgeons and Cornell University Hedlcal College, on the conflicting concepts

Shudder, loc. cit.
7

John R. McGibony, "Is Y<ur Emergency Room Ready?" Medical Annals
of the District of Columbia, 32:23, January, 1963.
8

Ernest C. S^rtliffe, T. Stewart Hamilton, and Edward H. Horoian,

*"H»e Emergency Ro<Ma and the Changing Pattern of Medical Care," Hew Enalan<l
Journal of Medicine. 258:21, January, 1958.
o

"These Studies and Articles Give Views of Experts on leergency

Care." The Modem Hospital, 99:105, Itovember, 1962.

^^Skudder, og, clt., p. 49.

of funcelono of tM eaergency room,

Results of this study indicated a

chaoga in the ty{>e of eases seen rather than an increase in visits of an
12

accidental nature.

From the 330 hospitals survejred in this study, it

was reported that 42 per cent of the patients were considered to have non'>
emergency problems, and that accidents accounted for one-third of all
cases. I^e types of cases seeking e^rgency care were categorized into
service and are as follows:

1.

General i^rgery

2.
3*

Gexneral Mediciiui
Pediatrics

4.

Orthopedics

5.

Other

27 per cent

27 per cent
14 per cent
14 per cent
18 per cent

Since two-thirds was the figure that represented all the cases that
were not of an accidental nature, it became obvious that the hospital emer

gency unit was being utilized as a care center for a wide variety of mdical
problems.

Despite this evidence of widespread use of eamrgency facilities
for routine medical care, nearly three-fourths of the hospitals
surveyed thtmght that their facilities should restrict activities
to the care of true emergency problems. These conflicting con
cepts of ^ergency unit facilities are obviously responsible for
many of ths problems in emergency department a<hainistratlon.

A variety of sociological, economical and Hmdical factors are

involved in the public's trend in seeking the emergency room for medical

care.

There has been a change in health values, and the conmuinity's

^^McCarroll,

cit. > p, 37.

^^Ibid.

"Mi.

^^^Ibid.

pCy:

e ptmcti

leally

t ttrticl

t for t'

3Mi|pr4o tiw imiril^soy roeai «■ tlMi *f»iraf«r* ooiHrco of tmAlml
l^»rclt£fe» «mn«rtcic4i tito r««ite» of « fooofcloaaoiro oaiie fo

Tbere has besn a ehanga in our paynent systMu

Business and indue*

Cry has nade available to their enQ>loyee8 insurance plans by uhieh there

is a ainitoal dip into the consutaer's pocketboofc. IMs enc<mrages patients
20

to make use of available facilities,
21

leges'.

and idiat they call *insurance privi*

In sodm cases this occurs uith government tax sarnies, through
22

the health agencies.

Third party payers such as insurance eeoqpanies tend to increase the
emergency load, because they will pay for services rendered in a hospital
Imt not for care in an office.

l^encer feels that in some cases an

att«q>t is made by the patient to by-pass the doctor in his search for
24

BMMiical care and thereby avoid his fees.

Our high speed, mechanised enviroisaent has caused a steadily rising
rate of accidental injury.

The technological age in «liich we live places

greater emphasis on specialized service and eipipi^ttt found only in a
hospital.

In »om cases physicians rely on the hospital emergency room
25

for procedures that tluiy had previously done in their offices,
26

make use of equiinaent and services not available elsew^re.

or they

Howell and

Spencer have indicated that the public expects the physician to make use

^^Brown, o£. clt., p. 337.

^^Wller, loc. cit.

^^n R. Miller, "Tlw Hospital Ecergency Service," Journal of the
Kansas Medical Society. 63:85, February, 1962.

James H, Spencer, "Patients Deserve Good Bmergency Service,"
The Modem Hospital. 95:115, May, 1959,
25

Jmnes H. Spencer, "Is Your Ehtergency Ward An Asset or A Liability
to Your Hospital?" ^lletln American College of Surgeons. 46:141,
December, 1959.
26

Ihiller, 0£. cit.. p. 74.

III.

PS0BLEHS comnomms the siiEBCEHar mm

M iB tram with asiy coBplmx, rapidly changing facility, the hospital
has axf^rienced amay probleais which have dUn^eloped with the volume increase
in the emergency room.

Shortllffe showed in his study that three-f<wrths

of the hospitals polled indtcati^ they had conflicting eonci^ts as to tlM
32

purpose of tlm osergency roim.

Ite*education of hospital aifaBinistrati<m

and professional persoimel was necessary to revise their thinking to the

*new concept' of an emergency suite.
Staffing.

Because of the variation in peak loads staffing of this

department was sometimes difficult.

Physician and nurse coverage had to

be increased, and problems developed with the para-medical, auxiliary and
ancillary services involved in providing total patient care.

More people

needed to be available more of the time.

Physical facilities.

The next issue confronting many hospitals was

l^ysical es^nsion.^ Tim solution of this problem in many eases was
costly and limited because of the lack of funds and space.

Mew e^ipsmnt

ai^ additional supplies had to be purchased, mnd maintenance and ui^keep
rose to new heights*
Legal aspects.

The legal aspects of emergency rooms have beciHMi an

ever increasing problem.

Brown states that "legal responsibilities begin

as soon as the mergency room personnel begin their treatment of tlto appli35

cant."

Bowever, cases have been cited in the literature «here attention

Shortliffe, loc. clt.
33

Robert M. Carry, Ernest Stortliffe and Howard J« Ifetstone, "Case

Study Predicts Load Variation Patterns," Itospitals* Journal Jkmricaa
Hospital Msociatlon. 34:34, December, 1960.
Miller,

cit., p. 87

'Brown, og. clt.. p. 338.

has b««ii focused «e cIm hospitals obligation to provide treatsMmt.

Degrees of difference vary in each state and <hipead upon the goMrnment of

the states and theory of law.^^ The patient himself has created an idea
as to i^diat he thinks constitutes good medical care.

Competent* considerate*

pleasant personnel *dio are diplcaaatic with the public are a valuable asset
38

in lessening the legal risks of this unit.

Disposition of patients* follow-up care* md <m-the-spot education
uMm new dimensions to the total responsibility and current problems of the
es^rgency toam.

Public criticism.

Abbott states that "Tiospital maaageaeat and staff

are criticized by the general public for difficulties arising from a system
39

never designed to handle the case loads existii^ today."

Regardless of

the basic cause* people have become critical of the service* treatment and
other functions of this department.

The most frequent coeq>laint voiced by the patients was the length of

tiM they had to wait. Brown indicated "often the most unreasonable demands
AQ

come fr<aa persons who have their illness or injury for days.*
Patients who cone to the emergency room are sometimes hyperactive

and overwrought. Another c«ig»laint was that they objected to being asked

questions before the treatment was rendered. Brown felt that it was these
very same people who objected to the medical history later w«ited the
41

report sent to their insurance compmy or lawyer.

^^Nathen Hershey* "Nhrse* Hospital and Emergency Care*" American
I of Nursing. 63:121* May* 1963.
q?

Broim* ©2. cit. * p. 338.

38

Ibid.

C. Abbott* "Btow to Staff a Hospital SiMtgency Departament*"
In Aaierican College of SurReons. 47:137, July-August* 1962.

^^Brown, 0£. cit.* p. 339

^^Ibid.

Persoimel, The siedical personnel assigned eo the emergency room

was another area of coeg>lalnt. In some cases, patients felt that they
were not able to comminicate with tto physician who had recently come from
a foreign country, or that a resident or intern was not adequate to treat

One area of ccs^laint i^ich is gaining more recognition is that of

meeting the psychological needs of the patient

is seen in the emergency

room. Patients stated that the staff was *cold* to tlmm.43 In a study
recently conducted in a selected msergency room by Yale University Medical
Selmol and School of Nursing, it was found that a particular task was per
formed with no consideration given to tbm patients psychological needs, and
in some instances his reaction want unnoticed,

k descriptive account was

awde of 20 patients.^
Perhaps as msergency room personnel gain wider insights into the

publics diversity of coaq>laints, the patients total needs will be met, and
the personnel will be patient oriented as well as task oriented.

In 1962, the total emergency room visits was 28.7 million, approxi
mately one visit for every six pers<ms in the |M>polation.

A statistical

analysis projected into tbm future by the United States Public Health
Service anticipated that from 1960 to 1970 hospitals would experience a

112 per cent Increase in emergency room visits.

In contrast to this, tihe

hospital adhiissions increase was 29 per cent and out-patient visits

Ibid.

'Ibid.

'^Paul Irrera saad Mary Dye, **Emotional Stems Clouds Smergeney Care,"
ispital. 104:87-93, February, 1965,

increase eas 16 |»er cent.

Itore people will come in contact with the

hospital through the «aergency room than by any other means.
A wll run an<l well organised department staffed with cosqietent*

experienced professional personnel offering efficient service "can do mere

<^od rapport established with the patient through his initial contact,
despite the anxiety occasioned by the esMtrgency, paves the way for a satis

factory working relationship while he receives services in this department.
THae peraoimel working Iwre must be aware of this hmsan and public relatltms
factor and of this responsibility to the coomunity.

It has been asserted in the past that the vnergency room is the

"weakest link in thB chain of hospital eare."^^ Tlis la^tus of this state
ment haa caused many hospitals to become more aware of the growing needs of
ened their base o:

Spencer feels that ths wsergency room could be a liability rather than an
asset to the hospital if hospital administratora anui professional persemMl

"fail to accept the publics definition of the emei^fency ward...(uhlch is>
where the public comes for taedical help in a hurry.

:bi the final analysis, J. T. Bowell and &. C. Buerki have siumed up
tint public relationa aspect of osomrgency care. They state, "Tto emergency

Richard Heinerman and Herbert Edwards, loc. eit.

Robert F. Randal, '^migement of the Hospital Emergency Hnit,"
Horsing Outlook, 10:393, June, 1962.

^^Emest C, Shortliffe, "&«rgency Ro<»i...Weakest Link in Hospital
Care?" iHtospitals. Journal American Hospital Msoclation. 34:32, February,
I960.

^®James H. Spencer, "Is Ytwr Emergency Ward An Asset or a Liability
to Your Hospital?" Bulletin American tollege of Surgeons, 44:141, MayJhine, 1959.

roan could bo a najor coorce of expert diagnosis and treatnent la alnost

any conraunlty, a vital factor in public relations since a bospltal's pro»
fesslonal reputation often rides on the fate of patient care in its ei^r,AO

gency unit.

IV.

STAiiDASDS FOR TRi ©ffiRGEHOf SEFAR7MENT

Standard Fomation

As a direct outgrowth of the early studies done by Spencer, and

Shortliffe; HcCarroll, Skudder and Wade began a study on a nation*wide
basis of anergency ro(»i care.

The purp<MM of their project vma to evaluate

the status of etaergeacy units throughout the country tmA develop a guide
for the organization of energency services.

Based on the findings of the foregoing project the field program of
the Ccaaaittee on Trauma of the American College of Surgeons «K»rking in con*

junction with the Ai^rican Hospital Association and the Research Group of
Cornell University Medical College conducted a study of conditions in

emergency department. "T!» findings stimulated on atteo^t to depict tlM
requisites for an energency department in light of the continuing trends

%diich have substantially altered many of the traditional concepts of the
functions of an eis^rgency department.

Standards were fonailated by this

Ctsamittee on Trauma and were edited by ctxmittees of the American Hospital
Association and the Amrican College of Skirgeons, and were adopted in 1963.

The ultimate goal of the said project was to isqprove the quality of patient
care.

T. Howell and R. C. Buerki, "Baergency Unit in Modem Hospitals,"
als. Journal American Hospital Association, 31:37, March, 1957.

'®The CoKsaittee on Trauma American College of Surgeons, A Model of
ital Emergency Departngnt. (New York; 1964), p. 5.

Standards. Standards for ffisargaacif room ware fonaulated. However*
it was recognised that the ada|>tability of these standards wwtld depend
upon the limitation of each institute md must be geared to the community
needs. "Under the latter circumstances they should remain as ideals to be
51

approached as nearly as possible."

Unction, "inie function of an emergency department is to give
adequate appraisal and initial treatment or advice to any person who con*

aiders himself acutely ill or injured and presents himself at the Mergency
room door.'32 The scope of care caiu^t be limited to real emergencies as
defiled by tospital personnel* since a^ conditiim or (umqilalnt a patient
has may be an tsaergency to him.

This broad purpose has encoepassed aumy aspects of patient care

which is both issmdlate lutd ccsgplex. It is the combiiuid efforts and respon
sibility of all the hospital services and the entire staff to provide a
quality service to the cinapminity.

The emergency rocmi can serve as a lever

for an effective public relations tool for the nursing mtd medical pro
fession* if the patient is handled properly regardless of his problem.
Ai»}ther function of the emergency room is that of teaching purposes.
It provides for the student a desirable learning experience in the principles
and managmnent of acute problesas* and enhances the teaching potential of the
Iwspital.

^^C<xamittee on Trauma, "Standards for Emergency Depareaent in
Hospitals*" Bulletin Aa^rican Ciollege of Surgeons. 48:112, Hay-JuwB, 1963.

52i^.
53

d. H. Schnsewind, "The Heed of An Active Teaching Program in the

Emergency Service,

97:400* January, 1959.

Of lafe, disaster planning has aroused fouch attentioot and many
mtthorities feel this area ccmld well serve as a triage point for casttal54

ties in a large scale medical disaster.

Plan of organizati<»i.

Basic to the laanageoent of the anergency room

is the delineaticm of administrative and clinical line of authority. "Ihere
should he a single director

and a "policy should he formulated. •. by «»

ff55
emergency rocna c<»iEBlttee."^

Personnel.

*%idical staff coverage should be adequate to insure

that an applicant for treatment will be seen by a physician within 15 min
utes after arrival," and the specialty services should be available fduatn
eg

needed.

In most instances, teaching h>spital8 have made p^isiona for

this, but it is a problem of great mi^itude to provide this type of cover

age in smaller hospitala with no or a limited teaching progrme.
It is essential to have adequate and well-trained imraing and aasist-

ing personnel to provide quick, efficient and individualized care for the

patient. "The nursii^ staff should be adequate to hmdle the average load
with provision for additional mirsing during peak hours or unususl circiua..57
stances."^

Cowen suggests that the most effective tool for an emergency nurse

is a calm sure mmm»T, md that msximim care for each patient should be Imr

goal,^® The nurse must ezarciae good Judgment and he able to evaluate the
Sidney S. Lee, Jerry Salon and Cecil Ships, "How lihw Patterns of
Hsdical Care Affect the Saer^ncy Unit," Mpdern Hospital, 94:98, May, I960.
Coainittee on Trauma, loc. cit.
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^
Ibid.

Ibid.

Cowen, *1Baargeaey," Amer:
April, 1964.

H, 64:123,

patients* needs en^ provide loeiediete eesietance when warranted.

Skill is

needed in supporting the emotional needs of the patients end the relatives
and to Inform them of the progress of the patients or to interpret delays.

Ihtrsittg the patient as a idiole requires special ei^phasis in long range plan*
59

nlng, and the patient must he taught to plan for his future when necessary.
Attention must he focused on health teaching and follo«r-up care progrmas to
insure cooqilete nursing and medical care.
Bell feels that auxiliary and ancillary help in the <mergency ro<mi

augments and supports the imraing service and allows the professional nurse
60

to spend more time with the patient giving direct nursing care.
Eecords control.

The patient*8 history, findings, treatment end dis

position should be recorded In e permanent chart, and periodic evaluations
61

should be made.

Accurate recording is important since these records are

of great medico-legal and social value. Provision should he made for a

copy to ha sent to th» floor if the patient is admitted and tto original
should be part of the patient's pemument madical record.
General oolieiea.

••The scope of treafciMint allonaid in the snmirgeacy

dspartaent should ha specified by the «iiergency department c<Mniiittee...(and)
revisits should mt he permitted «xcept hy reason of special amdical indi63

cations...••

Baliclea governing patient care should he Incorporated Into

^^Harriet S. Bell, "^rsing Service in the Eaaergency Department,"
g Outlook. 10:393, June, 19h2.
Ibid.

^^Ccxamittee on Tr«i®a, loc. cit.

^^Eobert F, Kandel, '•Management of the Hospital Urgency Unit,"
g Outlook. 10:391, ^ne, 1962.

®^Committee on Trwuna, loc. cit.

« auitiiial and i^rlogically tmiitmd mi raviaad.

Oaaaval for^ and pro

cedures are i^ortant for Che ftaooth funcclontag of the unit and ahimld
cover dii^ooatic and therapeutic treatiieiit of the patient» along vith the
64

security of drugs, supplies and equipiaent.

ghveical facilities.

In order to provide the best possible care,

the location of the eaergency room should be on the ground floor, and the
63

entrance easily visible and accessible ftam the street,

Ihe physical

accoiaodations should include a suite of examining rooms for proi^t care of

the patients, working area for the staff, and have a waiting room with
66

adequate service facilities for the relatives.

It shmld be a self-contaiiMid unit equipped with up-to-date opera

tional equipment, supplies and medications. Ilumi^t saist be given to the
ancillary services, such as x-riqr and laboratory, and these should be
available at all times in order to facilitate diagnostic studies.'
Depending upon tlw need and operating procedure of the tospltal, observatlon or holding beds should be considered, and above all a good ccnamunica68

tion system is essential.

r

a continuous evaluation of policies and procedures.

1ft

1

If this is dkme, then

the hospital stands ready to serve the cmsaunity and "to render tlM quality
of care which is desirable.

McGlboaey, ;Sg. cit.. p. 25.

CoBiBittee on Trmtma, loc. cit.

"^Robert H. Kennedy, "Guideline for an Effective Emergency Departamnt." Hospitals. Journal dmerlcMi Hospital Association. 37:112, June, 1963*

^^Ckxamittee on Tratana,

cit.. p. 125.
McGiboney, o^. cit., p. 26.

^
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V.

mmmr

A review of literature on tlM emergency dhipartisent indicated a pro*
£<Ht]»i cluu^e in tlm pattern of mdieal care along with a trenendona increaae
in tlmt use of theae facilitiea*

Mtot waa once the accident room dealgned

to handle trauma caaea, ia now regarded hy the general public aa tito appro*
priate aource of medical care for a wide variety of probleom.

Ooapital

management and profeaaional peraonael have conflicting concepta aa to the

function of the emergency room.
Many changea have occurred idilch are related to social, economic and

fliedical trends, producing problmui for the emergency roina, hospital adtoinia*
trators, and professional peraonswl.

Some of theae difficulties were

resolved throu^ the fomtlation of emergency rotmi standards to assist
toward a better quality of routiim care.

The aociological, paychologlcal, medico*legal and public relations
iagilications of this service are being recognised along with the responsi*
billty of the hospital to provide a comprehensive nursing and medical care
progrimi for the community.
Indications are that the *old accident room' ia in the midst of a

revolution and maiy he destined to become the amdiesl center of the community.

t ■ t'5^ ev ••
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CHAPfER XII

lflmKlKIX.06?

X.

lflSTIK)D OSES IN THE STUDY

purpose of this c(»qmrative study was to detenaine (l) the
average length of stay patients experienced in a selected «Bergeney unit,

(2) in uhat area this tli»» was being spent, (3) lidiat class of case required
the fflost tine, and (4) if there was an overall increase or decrease in the
average length of tixae studied in Group I in 1963 axd Group II in 1965.
The flMitln>d used for this stuffy was tint descriptive survey.

This is

defined by Best as:
... research that describes and Interprets what is. It is
concerned with conditions or relationships that exist| practices

that prevail;. .. (and) processes that are going on ... it is
often c;(«abined with cfxsparison or contrast, involving neasureawint,

classification, Interpretation and evaluation.^
After a review of the literature, a checklist w«s developed with
which to ipttluir the pertinent data.

Data were gathered on fifty patients,

tiMsnty-flve in Grfiup I in 1963, and twenty-five in Grotq> II in 1965. "niis
was tabulated and the results were «ialyzed and interpreted.

From the

interpretatifm of the tabulated data, conclusions and recoiaaendations were
maile.

II.

DATA GAmRlNQ DEVICE

fbs dbscklist gathered general information on the ane, age and
diagnosis of the patient.

Information was obtaimid as to the time a

^John W. Best, Research in Education. Englewood, New Jersey:
Prentice-Hall Cos^ny, 1959, p. 102-103.

pfttient CMM itii:o ai»i le£t the emxt/nutiy room, t&e time tte nuree contacted
the patient, tim time the patient waa examined by the physician, and the
time the treatment waa ccnqileted.

ikdditional information gathered included

tlw length of time for nuraing proce<hire8, laboratory teata, x-rays taken,
consultation send admlasions requested and transferrals to othir hospitals
as they related to each individual patient.

A copy of the checklist is in

tiM iqtpendix.

III.

THE PILOT STODT

A pilot Study was con^cted on five patients in order that the check
list might be tested.

It ems found that the checklist was adequate and

would provide the data needed. The patients from the pilot study were fu>t
used in the taktlatlon and analysis.

IV.

COLLECTION CS DATA

This study was conducted in a 267-bed private teaching hospital

located in a large raetropolitms area. The lunergency service is located on
the ground floor «nid consists of three emergency room with facilities for
the exanination and treatment of seven patients at a time, a nurse's station
and a small waiting ro«aB for visitors.
available on a 24-hottr basis.

Laboratory and x-ray services are

ResichMits in the specialty areas are avail

able for consultation as they are nee^, and staff physicians are available
for consultation imd referral for follow-up care.

Besidents are assigiMd

around the clock for 12-hour tours of duty. In addition to this an intern

is assigned from S p.m. to 7 a.m. There is one registered nurse present
on all shifts administering dii^ct patient care, and on week-eiwis and

evenings an additional nurse, L.V.N., or student is assigned.

At night

only a sttfM i« pmmmt, A ward aecretary is present on the raoming «id
eftemcKm shifts to handle the clerical duties.

The only change that

occurred in the staffit^ Imtween the tiias periods of this study was the

addition of a receptionist in 1965 to register the patients md Ibandle the
financial transactions.

In the evenings after 5 o*clods and oa week-ends the ^lergency rocsa

provides an out-patient service for the clinic patients and e^loyees.
Hie total nmdMtr of patient visits has steadily increased from 15,807 in
1963, to 17,871 in 1964.

Tlw data wre collected on two groups of twenty-five patients each.

Group I in 1963, and Group II in 1965. Collection was done in the sane
manner. Both grcmps contained a sampling froo all three shifts, tim morn
ing shift, the afternoon shift, and the night shift.
The wsearcher personally collected data frswi patients that casn

into the energency roc«a in the order that thsqr cnse in during the time
that she was there, until twenty-five patiemts wnre ssMi for each group.

Data for Group I in 1963 were collected on week days, therefore data col
lected for Group II of necessity were also collected on week diQrs since
this was a cca^parative study*

"Hw personnel in the emergency room wre aware that a study was

being conducted, but they did not know the nature of data being collected.
Tlw other services in the hospital did not kw>w that a study was being
conducted. Permission to conduct this study for both groups was obtained

from the hospital administrator and the Director of Nursing Service.

v.

^BIMART

This stady stt^fted to find out (I) the overage length of stay

|iatients experienced in a selected eraergency unit, (2) in *diat area this
tism was being spent, (3) what class of case required the most time, and

(4) if there was an overall Increase or decrease In the average length of
time for both groups of patients. Tl» descriptive survey method of
research

use^.

permission was granted fr«a the hospital administrator to conduct
this study.

The data gathering devise utilized for this study was a checklist
develcq^ed hy tfew researcher.

A pilot study was conducted on five patients in order to determine
if the citocklist wee adequate.

Data wire csollected froe a total of fifty patients, twenty-five la

Group I in 1963 and twenty-five in Group II in 1965. The data were then
analyzed and interpreted, and conclusions and recon^ndstions were made.
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AHM.YSIS Am INTERPRETATION OP DATA

ThrcRtgh th» u«e of a checklist, data were gathered frora fifty

patients

caaa Into the emergency room, twenty-five In Group 1 in 1963,

and twenty-five in Group II In 1965, to find out (I) the average length of

stay patients experienced in a selected eaeirgettcy torn., (2) in what area
this time i«8 helng spent, (3) what class of case required the most time,

and (4) if there was an overall increase or decrease in the average length
of time for hoth groups. Data were collected on patients as they came

into the «a»r^tncy rexxe during the periods of tiro the researcher was
tl^re until 25 patients were seen for Group 1 in 1963, and 25 patients
weze seen for Group II in 1965.

I.

GiUXIP I - 1963

For the 25 patients in Group I the mean length of time for an emer

gency room visit was I hour and 30 mimites. All mm tiauis were rounded
to the nearest five mitnites.

The shortest i«rlod of time a patient spent

for an emergency room visit was 20 raimttes and the longest period of time
was 5 hours and 10 miimtes. These 25 patients were then sorted according

to their ages into the three categories. The 12 patients in Category I

were the patients fr<»a birth thru t«®lve yeers of age and tlw mean length
of time spent in the amergency ro<ai for this age group was I h«ir and 5
minutes. The nine patients in Category II consisted of the age group from
thirteen thru aixty years and the mean langth of tiiwi spent in tfe« emer

gency room for this age group vab I hour and 35 minutes. The four patients

in Category 111 included those patients whose age was above sixty years
and the laean length o£ tiioe spent in the •etrgency room for this age group
was 2 hours and 25 minutes.

See fable 1.

TABLE 1

MEAN LENGTHS OF Tllffi FOR EMERGEICY RO(M VISITS

BY AGE CATEGORIES, GROUP I, 1963

Cateeo

NmdMir of patients

Mean time

Birth thru 12

I hour 5 minutes

II

13 thru 60

1 hmir 35 minutes

III

61 and over

2 hours 25 miimtes

I hour 30 minutes

Total

Time is rounded to nearest five minutes.

Hie next area of analysis was the class or diagnosis of the patients.
Class I were thomi patients who were acutely ill requiring iiaaediate es^r-

gency care and tAto took precedence over all other cases. There was Just
one patient in this class and the length of time for his visit was 40 min
utes.

Class II were those patients who had an acute illness or trmnuitic

injury who required care of an emergency nature but in an less urgent

degree than that of Class I. There were 18 patients in this class and ttM
^an length of time for their eseirgency visit was I hour and 30 minutes.

The shortest period of time was 20 minutes and the longest period of tfcmi
was 5 hours and 10 minutes.

Ctass III were the patients whose illness was

of a chronic nature «itich had not precipitated suddenly, or vtrose injury

or a«dical problem was experienced several days prior to their ®B»rgency
ro«X8 visit, "aere were 6 patients in Class III and the oHsan length of

tiemi for their eiMrgency ro<mi visit was 1 hour and 23 minutes. See Table II.

Tl» shortest period of time was 20 minutes and the longest period of tls«
was 1 hour aad 43 minutes.

TABLE II

MEAN LENGTHS

TIME FOR ©IER(®NCY WOH VISITS

BT ©IAG1«)STIC CLASSIFICATION, GRCSJF I, 1963

Class

Nuiaber of patients

Mean time

18

II

III

1 h(mr 30 minutes

Total

Time is rounded to nearest five minutes

In these two areas of Category (age)and Class (diagnosis) it was

fotmd that the age of the patient was not ii^ortant by itself. T^ length
of time a patient spent in the emergency room increased as the urgency of
the problem decreased.

Three otlwr areas of analysis were t^ length of ttoe it took the

nurse to contact the patient after he was registered, the length of time

it took the physician to contact the patient after the nurse placed him

ia tfae exaainiag xom lad prefartd bia lor

plijralctai, and tl« laagth

of fcteo it took for the examiaatloa aad treetaeat of the petieat hy tite

phyeieiaa. fheae three areea vmvm thea eorted hy ttm elesa or diagaeaie

of the patients and tl^ aemt length of tiae it took for ea^di of tiie three
claaaea aaa tahislated ia each of theae areaa.

The lia^th of tiae it took the anrae to contact the petieat after

he waa registered was the saae for Class X» Il» sad lit. The nem was 5
aiaotas. Sim T^le 111. ISie shortest period of time was m iieaediate

contact by the narae after the patient was registered «ad the Icmgest
period of tixm mm 20 mimtee.
TABU 111

MS^ UlKSraS or time ACOStOlIiG TO IIIA08OST1G CLMSIFICATIOB CBT
PATIENTS FOE THE ^IRSE PATISIT CONTACT, FHYSICIAH C<»ITACT,
EXAMINATION A!® TRIATlffiHr, mm I. 1963

Class

Uetm tim» for

aurse patient
contact

Meim times for

physician
cmitact

Mean times for
examination
nckd treatment

I

5 mimites

5 minotas

20 minstes

II

S miwites

10 mtostes

10 minetee

III

S minntes

20 atLmttes

10 minates

Tim aaan length of time it took for the physician to contact tte

patient after he wee first seen hy tlw wsrse was 10 minatas with a ranga
of iamedlate contmst to I hour and 25 mimites. There was a stiihk dif**
ference between the classes. For Class I, the urgent problem, the meme
time was 5 minutes. For Class II, the mean time increasad to 10 minutes,

md in Claae 111, the son-urgent pr<d»lem, the aomi length of time increased

to 20 minutes, before the patient was seen by thm physician, those patients

that required imn^diate attention received this care, M»d as the urgency of
tiM problem decreased, the time it took ttai physician to contact the

patients increased. See Table III. The eaergency room personnel were able
to determine the urgency of the patients needs and were able to meet these
needs.

the mean length of time for the medical history, exaadnation and
treatment of the patient was 15 minutes, tte shortest period of time was
less than 5 minutes and the longest 25 ralinites. The mean time it took for
Class I *«8 to minutes, and for both Class II a^ III it was 10 minutes.

Th*> more acutely ill patient reipiired more direct physician care than those
of a less urgent or non>orgent nature. See Table III.

In Group I there was one patient who required laboratory tests.

This took I hour and 10 minutes. There were 8 patients ^ required x-rays.

The mean length of time was I hour and 10 minutes. The shortest period of
time was 35 minutes and the longest I hour end 50 minutes. This included

the time it took the patient to go down to the x-ray department and come
back to the emergency room, and until the findings of the x-ray «ure

received in the emergency room. The osiseenger Iniys used to transport the

patient to the x-ray department arrived within 5 minutes after they were
called. Consultations were requested for 6 patients and the mean length of
time was 20 minutes. Tfc« shortest period of time was 5 mimites and the

longest I hour and 20 minutes. This was froa the ti^ the consultation was

requested and until the consulting physician coi^leted tte examination.
Three patients

admitted to the hospital and the n»an length of tijw it

took for this procedkire after the emission was requested and until the

patient went up to the unit was 25 minutes. The shortest psriod of time

■' "'"s i "

clw SNitittnC daparted for the unit tiwedlately and the loagest we 50 alwitee.
It toedt iq|>prffiKimately 5 minutes to register e««h patient

he

cane into the emergency rotou It took approKimately 5 almtes to coo^lete
his business transactions tod depending upon the eato» to receive his cLinie

referral aad/or prescription. Ihere was no patient in <Sr<n»p I idio was
transferred to another hospital.

II.

CTLOUP II• 1965

For the 25 patients in Croup II, the mean length of time for an emer

gency room visit was 55 minutes. Bie shortest period of tijm a patient

spent for a visit 'too 10 minutes, and the Itogest period of time was 3 tours
tod 15 miimtes. These patients were then sorted aceordlt^ to their ages

into the thwie categories. Ihere was one patlUnt in Category I, (birth

thru 12 years), and he spent 30 minutes in the emtrgency room. Twenty-three

patients fell into Category II (13 thru 60 years) and the meen length of
time was I hwrnir. <toi person m§ seen in Category HI (above tto age of 60

yeara) «f(d hi# emergency visit wss 1 hour and IS minutes* Sea Tahla IF.

Tto Claaa or diagnosis of the patient was then tabulated and ttore

were m patients in Class I, i^ch were ttose patients wte retired isMidiate

mergency care. Class II represented ttose patients wto had an acuta ill
ness or trannatic injury and wto required care of an emergency nature but in

a lass urgent degree than that of Claaa I. There were 13 patients in Class
II and tto mean length of time for their emergency room visit was 55 minutes.

The shortest period of ttoe for an msergeney room visit wss 20 misntes snd

5 vf" is*- i'-

the Longest 3 hours and 5 minutes. Class III were the patients whose ill
ness was of a chronic nature which had not precipitated suddenlyf or idiose

injury or medical problem was experienced several days prior to their
emergency room visit. There were 12 patients in Class III and the mean
length of tiam for their emergency room visit was I hour. Bie shortest

period of time was 10 minutes and the longest was 3 hcmrs and IS minutes.

TAB1£ IV

MEAN UIHGTHS CF TIME FOR EMSROBSKnf ROOM VISITS
BY AGE CATEGORIES, GROUP II, 1965

an t

30 minutes

I

Birth thru 12

II

13 thru 60

I hour

III

61 and over

I hour 15 minutes

1 hour 30 miimtes

Total

*TlM is rounded to nearest five minutes

It would appear that the age of the patient was not important as to how long
a patient was in the ^maergency rocmi, but the length of time related to the
diagnosis, ^e Table V.

The length of time it took the nurse to contact the patient after he
was registered was the seam for both Class II and Class III. Tto mean tiiw
was 5 minutes. See Table VI. The shortest period of time was an immediate

contact by the nurse after the patient was registered and the longest period

of eioo vas SO minotea.

The mean length of time It took for the pt^aician to see the patient
after he was flrat contacted by the nurae waa 20 mlnutea.

The ahorteat

period of time waa an laaedlate contact and the longeat 60 minutes. There
was a difference between the claaaes*

For Class H, the less urgent problem,

the nman time was 15 minutes, and for Class 111, tlMS non-urgent problem,
the mean time was 30 mimitea. Sec Table VI. Those patients that required
more ioaediate care received this type of care, and as the urgency of the

problem decreased the length of time It took the physician to contact the

patients increased. The iraergency ro<»B personnel ««re able to determine
the urgency of patients needs and were able to meet these needs.
TABLE V

MIAN UmmS OF TIME FOR BMER(^CY ROOH VISITS

BY DIAGNOSTIC CLASSIFICATIC»l, C&mP II, 1965

B

Ikimber of patients

55 minutes
60 minutes

Total

Time is rounded to nearest five minutes

The mean langth of time for the medical history, examination and
treatment of the patient was 10 minutea. This was the same for both
Class 11 and Class III. See Table VI. The shortest period of time was
less than 5 raimttea and the longeat 20 mlimtea.

In Grcmp II there were tw> patients who required laboratory testa.

The aatan length of tiiae was I hour and 30 minutes. The shortest period
of tisMS was I hour and 25 mimites and the longest I hcmtr and 50 minutes*

Two patients needed x-rays and the leean time for an x-ray was 45 minutes.

TAMJt VI

hiUUi LBN(3THS OF TIME ACOIRDISK: "K> DIAC^STIC CLASSIFICATION
C3f PATIENTS FOR THE NURSE PATIENT CONTACT, KiTSICIAN

C(®TACT, EXAMINATION AND TREATMENT, CSOUP 11, 1965

Class

Mean times for

nurse patient
contact

II

Mean times for

physician
contact

Mean times for
ex«aination
and treatment

5 min
5 min

30 minute

This included the time it took the patient to go down to tlwfc x-ray depart
ment and come back to the maergency rotsa, and until the findings of the

x-rays were received in the emergency room. Tto iMSsenger boys who trans

ported the patients to the x-ray department arrived within 5 minutes after
they were called. A consultation was requested for one patient and this
took 5 minutes. ISits was from the time a consultation was requested and

until the consulting fdiyslcian coiqpleted his examination. One patient

was admitted to the hospital and this proce^re tcrak 55 minutes, fr<Mi the
time the admission was requested, and until the patient went up to the
unit.

It took approximately 5 miimtes to register a patient. It took
five miimtes for a nursing procedure. When the examination «id treatment

w«a ccRoplated, l£ cook the patient 5 siimtes to con^lete hie business

transactions and depending upon tito cesst to receive his clinic referral
and/or prescription.

No patient in Gr(»>p II was transferred to another

hospital.

III. (XMBASmm OF dOUr I - 1963 AND GSOUF II - 196$

There was a moderate patient increase of two patients per shift

between Group I in 1963 and Group II in 1965. Ihe total muaber of patients
seen in 1963 was 15,870 and the total nunber of patients seen in 1964

was 17,871. The mean length of tioe for patient visits in Group II in 1965,
was 35 ainutes less than for Group I in 1963. This might indicate that

despite an increase in patient visits, the esMtrgency rooe personnel might
be nwre efficient and provide more expedient patient care in 1965.
Diagnosis

The class or diagnosis of the patients seen in the esargency rooa

for both groups would indicate that more patients used the emergency roem

services for non-urgent problems than for true emergencies as defined by
professional personnel. This corresponds with the use of emergency room
facilities through-out the nation, as wis pointed out in the review of
literature.

The age of the patient was not important by itself in the length of
time a patient spent in the emergency room, but the length of time was
related to the diagnosis of the patient. Patients with the non-urgent

problem spent a longer period of time in the emergency room than did those
with an urgent problem. For as the urgency of the problem decreased the

length of time patients spent in the emergency romn increased for both
Group I and II.

The mm tim for the mrse to contact the patients after they were

registered was 5 minutes. This mui the s«me for both groups, this would
not seem to be an unreasonable length of ttne and would seem to indicate
that the nursing personnel performance was stable end efficient.
The mean tim when the physician initially saw the patients for

Group II was 20 minutes. This was 10 minutes more than for Group I. See
Table III, page 29 and Table VI, page 34, The mean time before the physi
cian saw the patients in Group I and II increased as tins urgency of the
probl^ decreased. Those patients that required more taniedlate care

received this type of care. The emergency room standards as set up by the
Committee on Trauma state that a patient should be seen by a physician
within 15 minutes after he coi^s into tl« eamrgency toom. Thm selected

emergency room in this study met this standard with Group I patients and
with the more urgent problems in Group II.

The mean time for t\» exmaination and treatment of a patient was

ten minutes for Group II. This was 5 minutes less than for Group I, which
was 15 minutes. Class I in Group I was responsible for the increase in the
overall mean tim of this area. The urgent problon required a longer

period of time for an exaaination and treatment. Group II had no patients
in Class I. The mean time for both Class II and Class III for both Group I

and Group II was 10 minutes. It would seam that patients received the ssbmi
type of exanination and treatment of care for both groups.
Patient# who required diagnostic studies such as x-rays or labora

tory tests, or those *d»o needed a consultation or needad to he adaitted to
the hospital apent 50 minutes longer in the emergency room then those who
did not iMsed these additionel services.

l4il>Qsrft£8i7 £««£• teed x-ray« toek 25 «in»£«8 l»ager

tito gJodLttiim

ptom^rm took 30 aitiwto® loaipr fot &e<mp II. Ute tli»® it Wok for « eow
sot£«£ioa for mmp II wm 15 ininaees loss thm for Sroop I. Bio mtBia^

•I f

focllitios, a ljllli^;«al rogistrar was ^gi^ to ragistar ^ f^tlaata for

lU*;

tl» patient reqaired sIki Bam aammM of ciae for l»otli gzoups, Imfe tfca cobi»
r witk tka killngaal ragl

X. wmum im comusxoHs

fbi purpottt of this coa|>«vatlve efitdiy was to detenalBe (I) the
average let^th of sti^ {latleBte experienced in a selected mmwpmcf aiiit«
(2) In i^t area this tim was being ^peBt» (3) wiuit class of patients
re<ptired tlui a»et tiaae, and (4) If there was an overall Increase or
decrease in the average length of tiae for Gtmf t in 1963 and Gr<wp II
in 1965.

4 review of the literature shows that there have been aarited changes
in the volirae and In the nature of the esMirgency services, A new pattern

of aedlcal care has de^loped and the emrgency wtoa has a new role in
providing care for the coaminity.

An early study showed a ri^>id increase In the enBhber of eaMtrgency
rooai visits after 1945# and subsequent studies lai^ during the following

years showed that t^ patient loi^ has eontintted to rise. More recent
studies and statistical coapilatlons projected into the future indicate

no

platesat in toe use of the aseri^ncy roiai. Statistics showed

fhet this increase was disproportionate to the population tocraaaa, Tfeire

(Miergency roo«, Scaae of tha aiost significant chaagas were (I) the
increase in tha luntoer of patients with non-«®ergent prohleas, (2) tiw

growing tendency of physicians to refer patients for care to the isaergeney

rooB, especially those patients with off-hour requests, and <3) the depend
ence of the public, especially the tsedically indigent to utilise eraergency

ro«« facilities, ttm iqiact of this i^aasias P«ttera mtpired tbe serious

attention of tospital adnlnistrstors and laedlcal personnel. A study Indi
cated that aany Institutions were reappraising and reorganising their

Maergency rocMa services. Articles were also reviewed in which patients

expressed coH^latnts of this service. Attention was focused on providing
an optliaiaB ^ality of patient care. Studies Indicated the scope of this
care was wldewid to include aroiaad the clock availability of diagnostic

facilities, an increase In the staffing of nursing and a^dlcal personnel,
and provisions for consultsaits In tl» clinical areas.
There has been a growing awareness of the need of providing aore

total patient care. A study indicated that the eiaotlonal and psyctological
needs of patients need to be recognized since thwi public even utilized this

service for psychological and psychiatric probleas. One study Indicated
that the asdlcal personnel had conflicting concepts as to the function of

the maergency room. In an effort directed to clarify the present role of
th** Miergency rooe and concern about the ^allty of care provided In thle
facility a study was conducted of the existing conditions in the emergency

department. Aa a result, the function of the emergency roaa i«a defined
by the Cfxaalttee on Trauma and emergency rocsa standards were forimilated to
help the hospital In providing a cos^rehenalve service In meeting the cow
aunity's naeda.

Hw descriptive survey was ths method clussen for tl» present study.
A checklist was the research tool by ^Ich data was gathered on the average

length of time patients spent in the maergency room, which class (dlagiu»sls)
of case required the most tinss, the length of time it took the nurse to

contact the patient after \m waa registered, how long a patient waited
before he was ssmn by a physician, the length of time it took for aa

I' -

f Ku
• \\ 1
"A
> t;-

•■--

•xaaiiiatlon, mni the length of tiae it took for diagnostic studies, conmltations and admission procedure.

This study was ccaiprised of two groups of patients, twenty-five in

aroup Iin 1963 and twenty-five in Grmip II in 1965. The inportant dif
ference hetween both groups of patients was the length of time patients

spent in tl» mnergency ro<»a* Group II in 1965 spent a shorter mean period
of time in the ea^rgency rocmi than did those in Group Iin 1963. Despite
the widerate increase in the total isnaber of patients seen, tlw omm length

of time patients spent in the emergency toom decreased. This might indi
cate that the Mwsrgency ro<nB personnel are more efficient and provide B»re

expedient patient care in 1965. Therefore the researcher would conclude
that the selected «»aergency tiHxa was making the necessary changes to meet

There were many more patients seen with non-urgent problems then

those with urgent problmns for both groups* It was concluded that patients
used this facility for any health care problem they might have, and that
in this particular cotmnunity patients are viewing the emergency room not

only as a place to receive cere for acute problems, lait as the appropriate
source of Bwdicel care.

It was found that the age of the patient was iK»t Important hy

Itself in the length of time e patient spent in the emergency roc», but

the length of time was related to the dlagiMSia of the patient. Patients
with non-urgent problemi spent a longer period of tliw in the emergency
room than did tlwse with an urgent problem. For aa the urgency of the
problem deci^aaed the length of tiM» patients spent in the emergency ro«B
increased. It was concluded that the wergency room persoimel were ehle

to identify those patients needing urgent care and were eble to take atepa
to provide this care.

-

It was concluded that the nursing personnal perforaance was stable

and efficient* for all classes of patients were contacted by the nurse In
the saii« aean length of time. Ttere was no difference in this tin® for
Group I In 1963 and Orcmp II in 1965.

As the urgency of the problem decreased tt^ length of time for the

pl^slcian to contact the patient Increased. Ihe mean length of time that
It took before a patient was seen by a physician met with the ei^rgency
roon standards with three-fourths of tbi patients seen. This was within

the 15 mlinite standard set forth by the Ccmslttee on Trauma. Ctoe-fourth

of tl» patients that did xK»t meet this standard represented ttose patients
with the ttcm-urgent problma. Therefore tt» enmrgency toom personnel were
able to determine tlw urgency of the petlenta* needs end were ehle to ^et
these immediate needs. It wes concluded that patienta with t^ more

urgent problems vho rei|ulred nwre imsmdlate care received this type of care.
The examination and treatment of a patient with an urgent problmn

took longer than did those with non-urgent problmas. It would seam that
patienta received the same type of exiteiinatlon and treatment of care for
both groups. It iwia concluded that necessary Judgsmnt was used la dividing
time of the physician according to tbi needs of the patient.

In both groups patients who rciplred dlags^atlc studies spent about
an bjur longer in the aaei^ncy rtxm thsas did fdwiac "(dio did not utilize
these other services. In Group II in 1965, the admitting procedure took

twice as long than for Group I In 1963. It was concluded that additional

study Is Indicated to deterrnlrm If service could be given ii»re promptly.
Patienta In both groups were registered end completed their finan
cial transactions In tbi smaa lUMMint of time even though in Group II In

1965, a blllngttal registrar was preaant. It was concluded that tha

inabilley of the personnel to comsntcate vlth the Spanish-apeaking patient
ifould not be a factor influencing the length of tim patients spent in the

emergency rocmu

however, it would seem that the bilingual registrar did

help coemunlcatlons beti^en the nurae and the doctor and the Spanish-speak
ing patients.

From this study the reaearc^r wmild conclude that the overall time
that a patient spent in the emergency room could not be considered unreason
able. This study gives a general idea of the efficiency of the ^Mrgency

The researcher hopes that this limited study will stlnulate addi
tional research studias in this area of the time e petlent spends in the

emergency rocmi since the ramiber of ceses utilized in this study was inade
quate to give an index over a large geographic area end the nuiid»er of ceses
aaea were not large enough to be considered conclusive.
The researcher also feels that additional studies ere Muded to set

policies for the giving of care and evaluating the quality of care being
given through this particular hospital facility.
II.

KEa^ftffi^ATIOilS

As e result of this study the following reccsmMndations were made:
1,

Studies be done In the x-rey end laboratory departi^nts to

determine if the length of time required to c(»q>lete these diagnostic

tests for the Mwrgeney rmm patients is efficient, since it was felt
that the tlM to coiq>lete theae tests might be longer then necessary.

2. A study be done in the admitting departa^t to determine if
tto length of time required to a<!toit e patient from the maergency roGm
to tl» hospital is efficient, since it wae felt that the time taken to
coa^lete this procedure might be longer than necessary.

3. A study bs c^udueted over a longer tim period vith a larger

group of patients in order to gain a nore coi^reltensive index of tiie time
patients spend in the emergency room.
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CHECKLIST

I.

#

2.

Naaie:

3.
4.

Date:

:

Shift:

Category I^

.» I"-

PtagBoala:

Claas I

5. IN:

OUT:

Total Tlaa Spent;

6.

Nursa*Patient Contact:

Tiae Difference: (5&6)_

7.

Exastined hy Hiyeician:

T^ Difference: (6&7),

Procedure (if any)^
Temtoation of Kx«i:_
8.

Total

TIpm:

Patient to Peak;

(For Imaineaa tranaaction, clinic referral, pt. teaching,
or preacription)
9.

Nuraina Procedure

Begm:.

Total Nursing Time

Ended:

feat Saqueated
Ordered:

Lab. Tech. in E.R.

Heaaenger boy called (g
Ifaaaenger boy to pick up epecisMot

Reporta Ba<dt:

Total Lab. Tiae:_

.X*ray Bequeated
Ordered:

Itessenger boy called^
Messenger boy @ E.R.
Patient Back fraa x-ray:

X-ray ready to be read;___
Dr. to x-ray dtept.
Dr. back frcxa x-ray dept.

Total X-ray Ti^;_

Reporta back;
Consult Requested
Called:

Arrived:

C<XBpleted:_
Total Consult Timei

.2-

:

■i-., .-

i

■ '

Aiaissioit ItfactMd
Ordered}

Acboltting personnel @ E.IU i

Patient or relatives sent to admitting t.
Admission procedure completed}

Messenger boy called}.
Messenger boy @
Patient to unit:

Transferral of Patient Bs^estsd
Ambulance called:
Ambulance arrived;

Total Admission ftas:.
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ABSTRACT

IMs co^Muraeive study was conduetad in ordar to detarailne (1) tlte
avaraga lai^th of atsy patients experienced ta a selected eoergeney rooa,
<2> in eliat area l^is tine was being spentt (3) idiat class of patients
re<piirad the nost tine* and (4) if there was an increase or decrease in

the avera^ length of tlsn for twenty-five patients in G^roup 1 in 1963,
and twenty-five patients in Croup II in 1965*
A review of literature was done relating to eaargency roc«t service*

the descriptive survey was ehEHMsn as the taethod of study.

A dMchllst was

the 1^1 of research*

Findings revealed that despite a aoderate increase in the total

ausber of patient visits in tihe oaergency room, patients in Croup II in
1965 spent a shorter period of tiam for emergency visits, than did those

in Grcmp I in 1963*

It was concluded that the emergency room was mshing

the Mcessary changes to meet the demasds of the patients* and the eooHUnity*s needs.

!Qiere were many more patients seen irith non-urgent problem

than with urgent problms in both gro^s, indicating that the patient was

utilising the emergency torn for my health care probl^ he might have.
Patients with the non-urgent problMi spent a Itmger period of time

in the emergency ro«a than did those with an urgent problem*

For as the

urgency of the problem decreased the length of time a patient spent in the

emergency room increased.

This was the smne for both Group Iand Group II*

It wu eonclu^d that the mMtipmey room perMamel were able to identify
patients' needs and to«di the necessary steps to provide care.

•L.rr :
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All cImass o£ p«fei«aes v»re contsicmd

the nurse in the sane

iMMa tiae for hoth groups, and it was concluded that tlto nursing personnel
perfoxnaance was stable and efficient.
In both groups, as the urgency of the problaa decreased the length
of tiMi it todt for tl^ physician to see the patients increased.

Ihere-

fore the anergency roon personnel were able to determine the urgency of

tibs patiants* needs and were id>le to meet thMmie iasMidiate needs. Hie
examiitation and treatsMmt of those patients with an urgent problM took

longer than did those with a non-urgent problon.
both groups.

Htis was the sass for

Xt was concluded that necessary judgsont was used in divid

ing the tljoe of the physician according to tho needs of the patient.
Xn Grmip I and XX patients idio re(|uired diagnostic studies spent

idbout m hoor longer in the eiaergency room than those idio did not utilise
these services, and in Sroup XX in l9bS the adalttit^ pmcedure took twice
as IcMcig as for (hroup X in 1963.

Xt mm felt that this iq^eared to be

areas in which additikmal study is mmded.
Fi^ this study it was concluded that the overall time spent by the
patient in this selected eMrgency room cumld not be considered unreason
able.
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